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	HP Network Node Manager 9: Getting Started, 9781849680844 (1849680841), Packt Publishing, 2011

	This book guides you through the whole network monitoring implementation process. It covers all NNMi features and gives you hints to adapt this management software to your specific needs. It also describes how to use built-in features and adapt them in the most efficient way. It stitches the gap between technical personnel and management, covering subjects in both technical and business language.


	This book is a step-by-step guide describing how to implement, maintain, and expand the NNMi management tool. It is a practical guide, based on experience managing networks in a wide scale of network operation centers. It shares best practices and explains a lot of non-technical issues that arise during implementations and operations. Each topic has practical examples where the reader can practice while reading the book. The book is written for the following audience: Monitoring solution designers, who plan how to implement NNMi, Network engineers, who plan to start managing their network, System administrators, who start administering NNMi, Network monitoring operators, who want to learn how to use NNMi. If you belong to any one of the above professions, then this book is for you. It's also for professionals who describe themselves as beginners, or intermediate-level professionals. The book is also suitable for old-version NNM users who wish to switch to NNMi.
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Beginning J2EE 1.4: From Novice to Professional (Apress Beginner Series)Apress, 2004

	The Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) is an extremely powerful platform for developing enterprise-level Java-based applications, primarily for the server. This book shows you how to harness that power, guiding you through the details of how the pieces of the J2EE platform fit together.


	This book goes further than just showing you...


		

SQL Server 2012 T-SQL Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Recipes Apress)Apress, 2012


	Processing is probably the best-known creative coding environment that helps you bridge the

	gap between programming and art. It enables designers, artists, architects, students, and

	many others, to explore graphics programming and computational art in an easy way, thus

	helping boost creativity.
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The WetFeet Insider Guide to Careers in Information TechnologyWetfeet, 2003
At its broadest definition, "information technology" is an umbrella term that describes all fields that relate to the organization and dissemination of information: from the worker who lays cable wires to the telephone switchboard operator to the engineer who designs the circuits in your computer. However, keep in mind that just because...




	

Creating Web Pages For DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Share photos and video online with friends and family
Take advantage of free tools, find out about Web design, and get interactive     

Okay, you've taken that deep breath and are ready to jump into Web page creation. Before you get hopelessly tangled in all the possibilities, dive into this book! You'll start with free and easy tools,...


		

Graph Transformations: Second International Conference, ICGT 2004, Rome, Italy, September 28 - October 1, 2004, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2004
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Second International Conference on Graph Transformation, ICGT 2004, held in Rome, Italy, in September/October 2004.
The 26 revised full papers presented together with three invited contributions and summaries of 2 tutorials and 5 workshops were carefully reviewed and selected from 58...


		

Electronic System Level Design: An Open-Source ApproachSpringer, 2011

	Electronic System Level Design, or ESL Design, is generally understood as the set

	of tools, methodologies and design techniques applied to modern electronic systems

	design, from high-end chips and systems, to embedded devices, to integrated

	hardware and software systems. Given the complexity of current systems, advanced

	tools and...
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